Colin Parkin
CPMSIA, RSP (Aust), Principal Safety Consultant
Colin is managing director of COVAL Risk Management Solutions and has extensive experience in providing consultancy services to business and industry across Australia, South East Asia, China and Mexico. A professional engineer by education and experience, specialising in process control computer systems, he came to Australia from the UK in 1988 as the Electrical Engineer for a new manufacturing operation.

More...

Peter Wilkinson
Peter is Managing Director of Noetic Risk Solutions. He focuses on providing strategic advice to the oil and gas industry, and leadership teams on safety management and enterprise risk management.

Peter has completed assignments for upstream oil and gas clients and governments world-wide including: Australia, China, UK, Malaysia and the US Gulf of Mexico as well as for the Australian Government on the Montara oilfield blowout. He is currently under contract to the US Federal Agency, the Chemical Safety Board (CSB) as an adviser to their investigation of the BP Deepwater Horizon disaster in the Gulf of Mexico, and is a member of the Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency's (ARPANSA) Nuclear Safety Committee.

More...

David G. Broadbent
David G. Broadbent, owner and director of TransformationalSafety.Com, is regarded as a world leader in the areas of safety culture and safety leadership and regularly consults to companies throughout the global safety community. David has particular expertise in safety systems development. He is particularly interested in behavioural psychology, and transformational leadership in delivering synergistic outcomes to safety management systems.

More...
Richard Taylor

Prior to establishing his own consultancy, Safer Work Solutions, and becoming a member of The Safety Solutions Group, Richard held the position of Senior Consultant for the National Safety Council of Australia, and was the Principal Consultant for that organisation between 2000 and 2005.

Richard’s industry experience is widespread. In addition, he has developed a variety of educational packages, including interactive workshops for Incident Investigation and OHS Auditing. His most recent (June 2009) presentation was to members of New Zealand’s Electricity Engineers Association annual conference. Richard has also spoken at national and international conferences.

Keith Martinsen

Captain Keith Martinsen has spent over thirty five years as a pilot in the aviation and airline industry. During the course of his career, in addition to his flying duties, Keith held positions as Managing Director, Director of Operations, Chief Pilot, Check Pilot, Pilot Training Instructor and Manager of Human Factors Training and Development.
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